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the narrative tradition. In the Ukraine itself, the assonating,
measured poems of the western type encounter the unrhymed
'dumi' in free verse, which are typically Russian. The lyrical
preferences of the Poles are more marked among the Lithuanians,
who have no pure narratives. The German rhymes were, as we
have seen, elusive and frequently failed. In Poland these failures
were the more noticeable since the rhymes could be attributed to
accidents of declension and conjugation. The Lithuanian Mainos'
are formally unrhymed; but the accidental rhymes are numerous,
thanks to grammatical forms and to the use of liquid diminutives.
The poems are stanzaic, receiving shape from the use of simple
parallel clauses. In Latvia the scale has been reduced; the verse
is very often octosyllabic, and the number of lines only a quatrain.
The effect is epigrammatic, like Greek distichs or Portuguese
'quadras'. The notion of stanzaic form is much weakened by this
change; and in the poetry of their neighbours, the Esthonians, we
find rhymeless octosyllables, marked by parallelism so as to form
groups of verses, in many cases, but not actual stanzas. In the more
narrative pieces there is no stanzaic structure. Finnish verse is of
the same description, but insists on the use of alliteration as a
formal element. The word 'runo5 is significant; both German (as
I think) and certainly Swedish influences have been exerted on
Finnish folk-verse, alongside the indigenous turn for magical
incantations.
The Anglo-Scandinavian and German areas, with the minor
balladries, form one vast Nordic region, divided into two main
parts. The Romance area is similarly divided between the Franco-
Italian and the Hispanic parts, which commingle in the songs of
Catalonia. The chief link between them is the fact that adventure
ballads in Spain are chiefly of foreign, and immediately of French,
origin; the same is true of ballads based on imaginative literature.
The Franco-Italian popular songs (chansons populaires, canti
popolari) fall largely outside the scope of this work, being no more
than lyrical snatches. Those which we should class as ballads arise
out of the narrative element in lyrical poetry, coagulating into
lyrical narratives. Some of these have refrains (chansons a danser),
but others are plain (complaintes). They are assonating; the older
stratum uses the tirade as its form; the younger ballads, some
dating back to the late fifteenth century in all probability, are in
quatrains. The difference between tirade and quatrain is diminished

